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New Outdoor Public Sculpture Adorns 16-ttredge
By Julia Chester
At first glance the new piece of art
work in front of Kittridge Hall seems
a mere block of angles and projections. But look closely and you'll see
sail boats, log jams, and pine trees.
These are the images of the Northwest that Vincent McGrath chose
to cut into the sixteen foot by five
foot clay sculpture in front of the
Art building. "It's the Puget Sound
landscape - boats, trees; things that
are synonymous with this particular
area."
A
native of Australia Vince
McGrath has just completed his
Master of Fine Arts here at UPS, his
thesis being the completion of the
clay sculpture. Coming from the dry
deserts of Australia Vincent expressed appreciation for the beauty of
Northwest scenery. "I liked the
greeness of it all, and the mountains.
Just look at it. I'm looking at new images all the time. Wherever you go,
the landscape is different."
Born in Melbourne and raised in
Darwin Australia, Vincent attended
his four undergraduate years in a
public university and two years of
graduate school at the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology.
His four other outdoor pieces of
public art grace the towns of
Sydney, Darwin, Elce Springs, and

Melbourne. He keeps in mind the
nature of the setting as well as the
immediate surroundings of his
works. "It compliments the architecture of the school that was already
in existence. That's why its a long
horizontal slab."
Though McGrath instigated the
idea for the mural scene as a thesis
for his degree, two other graduate
students, Bruda Rothgary and
Laleda Dalgish worked as s team on
this piece; "We basically designed it
as a cooperative." The mural incorporates many scenes of nature, using
trees, boats and mountains in the
abstract as viewed from oblique
(angular) and birds eye views.
The eight month project began as
two huge slabs of clay which were
then cut into thirty inch squares and
fashioned with clay hard tools. The
pieces were then fired at 2134
degrees farenheit, using large quantitles of oxide and low fire glazers.
The cost of the mural was
shouldered by the Concrete
Technology Corporation; President
Phibbs and The Board of Trustes;
George Scofield Co. Inc; Rucher
Brothers Trucking Co. Inc., Seattle
Pottery Supply; and the Sierra Tile
Co. Inc. Needless to say, "the administration is delighted by it. It's

the first piece of public outdoor art
on campus."
Though a beautiful sample of his
work, Vincent claims that this piece
is not one of his favorites. His
favorites will, however, be displayed
at his show in the Traver-Sutton
Gallery in Seattle within the next
three weeks. He is also planning for
a showing in Australia next October.
McGrath is not only a student but
is presently the head of the ceramics
department at Darwin Community
College. He has been invited to
teach his specialty which is ceramics
at both the Vancouver School of Art
and at the University of California at
Davis. Though he has been thinking

UPS Law School Awarded $1
Million Grant
The University of Puget Sound has
received a $1 million grant from the
Mi. Murdock Charitable Trust for
the Norton Clapp Law Center. It was
announced by President Philip M.

I

Vince McGrath and his artwork

of expanding his talents to include
print making he will most probably
stick with ceramics. "It's where my
initial training started. I was trained
with it to begin with."
When asked about the difference
between the artistic freedom of
Australia and the U.S., Vincent
claimed that the U.S. is "..very open
to new things. Nothing seems to be
too great a challenge. After all there
are more people here." Though
eager to return home after a brief
teaching seminar at the University of
Hawaii this spring, he does like the
Northwest and plans to return.
"Leaving is sad in one way but it's
always a new adventure in another."

Photo by Dave Frankel

Phibbs Monday afternoon at a
special convocation held at the Norton Clapp Law Center.
The grant was given in support of
the legal education program at the
University, one of the first priorities
of the University's $45 million
Centennial Development Campaign.
"This grant from the M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust stands as a
powerful endorsement of the unique
concept of the Law Center and a
testimonial to the quality of the programs of the Law School," President
Phibbs said in announcing the gift.
He added, "We are indeed
grateful for the continuing support
of the Murdock Trust to the University and its faculty."
This year marks the tenth anniver sary of the establishment of the UPS
School of Law and the second anniversary of the opening of the Norton Clapp Law Center. More than
800 students from 48 states and nine
foreign countries are currently
enrolled.
This grant, in addition to the $3
million gift from an anonymous
donor in late January for the University's undergraduate academic programs, brings the total of the University's Centennial Campaign to more
than $24.5 million - well over 50 percent of the $45 million goal.
The M.J. Murdock Charitable
Trust of Vancouver, Washington,
was established in 1975 to support
religious, charitable, scientific and
educational purposes in the Pacific
Northwest.
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UPS B-Ball Defeated
But Optimistic
By Jeff Crane

A Birthday Party
UPS students Francisco Menedez,
Lindsey Stibbard, Jeanette dejong,
Byron Gangnes, Larry Baumiller, and
James Benedetto perform in The
Vagabond Theatre's production of
The Birthday Party, a funny and
frightening drama by Academyaward nominee Harold Pinter.
The setting is a run-down
guesthouse on the English seacoast,
home of a friendly elderly couple
and their lone boarder, Stanley.
Enter the affectionate girl next door
and two mysterious gentlemen with
a diabolical interest in the boarder.
A surprise birthday party is thrown
for Stanley, but the surprise turns
out to be a terrifying celebration no
Birthday Boy deserves.

The Vagabond Theatre is the creation of Byron Gangnes and James
Watkins, and the product of a
dedicated group of students from
the University of Puget Sound.
Vagabond's last production, Winniethe-Pooh, was staged in the UPS Inside Theatre during December.
The Birthday Party will play April
2, 3,9,10,16,17 at the Tacoma Community College Theatre, building 3.
Curtain is at 8 pm, and tickets are
available at the Bon Marche and at
the door ($4.00 general; $3.00
students). Phone 627-8298 for more
information (Box Office: 756-5170).
The Birthday Party is recommended for mature audiences.

Gators Go For Gophers

Losing four straight baseball
games doesn't usually make a team
too optimistic. But after dropping
four games to Gonzaga last
weekend, the University of Puget
Sound players' confidence is at an
unusually high level and it should
be.
Going up against powerful Conzaga last weekend, the opinion was
that there would be four straight
blowouts; UPS shouldn't bother to
show up. The Loggers, in icy cold
weather all weekend, disbelieved
that and lead in the late innings of
each game. They lost 2-1 and 4-1 on
Saturday and 11-8 and 7-6 on Sunday.
"We had those Bulldogs by their
snouts," says Assistant coach Rick
Hacker, "and now we know how well
we can play." In the first game on
Saturday, right-handed pitcher Tom
Turner threw a 3 hitter, but still lost
the game 2-1.
The Loggers, on a booming triple
by co-captain Eric Garrett followed
by Charlie Lewis' RBI single, had a
1-0 lead going into the 6th inning.
But after an intentional walk to load
the bases, Turner gave up a 2 run
double to Dave Bush. The Loggers
couldn't threaten after that.
Later that afternoon much the
same situation occurred. The visiting
Loggers had a 1-0 lead up until the
fifth inning only to lose 4-1. Dan
Domey, hampered somewhat by the
flu, pitched until the bottom of the
fifth when he was releived by
Freshman Todd Goldberg. The
Bulldogs scored four runs that inning to take the win.
Co-captain Tim Bruya was injured
in that game and will be out about a
week. Bruya bruised his shoulder on
an dive for the ball in centerfield.
On Sunday the teams were visited by
rain, hail, and bitter winds that stopped the first game halfway through

and generally made life miserable.
In that first game the Loggers batted around in the top of the fourth
after the rain delay to come from a
5-2 deficit and take an 8-5 lead. Led
off by leftfielder Jeff Larson's single,
the Loggers' mixed sharp hitting and
good base running to score 6 runs in
that inning. In that stretch, Mr. Excitement Larry Faber got his first hit
and RBI as a Logger.
Bill Andrews, who batted .400 for
the weekend, also added a hit in the
4th. But Gonzaga scored 3 runs in
the bottom of the inning to knot the
score at 8-8 and in the 6th scored 3
more to win the game 11-8.
In the last game of the weekend,
pitcher Bill Bakamus fought both
the Bulldogs and the Siberian-type
weather to pitch a perfect 3 and one
third innings until he tired in the
fourth. Up until then, the Loggers
held a 3-0 lead.
Gonzaga scored 3 runs to tie the
game off of Bakamus and reliever
Goldberg but in the next inning, the
Loggers notched 3 of their own to
take a 6-3 lead. The big hit was Andrews' 2 run double to knock in
Lewis and Larson.
The Bulldogs then put the winning
run across the plate in the bottom
half of the fifth. But, as tough as
they played all weekend, the Loggers had a chance to grab the victory. In the 6th they managed to
load the bases with just one out but
two consecutive fly-outs ended the
UPS threat, finishing the scoring at
7-6.
"We played very well," commented Hacker, "and we look forward to all of our upcoming games.
We should not lose a single game
over spring break," Hacker
predicted. The Loggers will play 5
away games beginning with Eastern
Oregon State College Saturday and
Sunday.

By Bohn Jam
Spurred on by reports of massive
disturbances of earth in the vicinity
of McIntyre Hall and elsewhere on
campus, the Board of Trustees has
charged the Biology Department
with the task of looking into the
possible causes behind these strange
events.
Said Eric Lmndgren, upon whose
shoulders this mass investigation has
fallen, "At present we're investigating several theories concerning this matter. 'rnie "Buffo"
Kiristrom is of the opinion that
t ese trenchl ike disturbances have
b?en caused by a new genetic strain
o alligator which may have escaped
fr3m Smith Hall during the recent
bouts of alligator wrestling. This new
species which has been labelled
Kappa Lacosta has been as yet
unverified says Karlstrom and
students are worried about overreac-

ting. While Herbert Morse scheduled
a press conference in order to
facilitate a better understanding of
the genetic reordering that would
necessarily accompany such a mutation all three Trail reporters soon got
very bored and left before five
minutes of the lecture had elapsed
But while the Biology Department
is purporting this theory as the one
which has the best chance of explaining the strange earth moving
phenomena, other departments have
been adamantly preparing their own
explanations. Among these have
been: 1)the possibility of a volcano
under Jones Hall (Geology) 2)Bad
Karma (Philosophy) 3)Manifestations
of Reagonomics (B&PA) 4)Unfortunately no one could understand a
single concept put forth by the
English Department as they quoted
from James Joyce.

Maltial Alv's't Honored
I. Cui Brocka, a martial arts
teacher for the Metropolitan Park
District in Tacoma, will be honored
on May 20 in Manila by President
Marcos of the Philippines as
"outstanding Filipino overseas in the
field of sports."
The award is a result of a joint project of the Philippine Ministry of
Tourism and the Philippine Jaycees.
Brocka was responsible in introducing and promoting "combat arnis,"
an ancient Filipino martial art, and
other forms of martial arts
througout Europe and the United
States. Combat Arnis provides effec-

tive and realistic techniques of selfdefense. Its movements involve considerable speed and employ splitsecond disarming of armed oppone n ts.
Brocka is currently teaching combat arnis, karate, and tai chi chuan
at park district fieldhouses. He had
achieved the rank of "eight degree"
in Asian weapons, "seventh degree"
in shotkan karate, and "sixth
degree" in combat arnis. He is also
the author of the book The Art and

Secrets of Filipino Martial Art.
Information about Brocka's
classes in available at (206)564-1205.
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St. Helens Slows Her Lo8d
By Joy Flow
The continuous activity of Mt. St.
Helens has kept the United States
Geological Survey Team on its toes
and a step ahead of its eruptions as
the last climax on March 19th proved. Among the scientists present on
the day of the eruption was Dan
Johnson, a 1981 graduate of UPS's
geology department.
Working simultaneously on his
Masters at the University of Hawaii
while employed as a member of the
USGS team Dan has found the constant activity of St. Helens an enjoyable challenge. It's happening.
It's real life work. We have to be
able to be on our hose. The mountain is constantly changing and
keeping up with her is exciting.
In a one hour presentation given
last Monday in Thompson Hall, Dan
likened the monitoring of St. Helens
activity to watching the baking of an
apple pie. When there gets to be a
rift in the crust, the filling runs out.
That's what we're doing looking for
the initial bulge in the crust.
Using valley tilt meters and radio
transmittors to measure the deformation of the erection's crater floor,
Dan has been monitoring the movement of St. Helens throughout the
summer and winter of this year. The
tilt meter's readings transferred to
signals in the radio antenna is then
transmited to an adjoining mountain, and from there to the USGS office in Vancouver WA.
The ground doesn't tilt much until one month before an eruption and
just before an eruption it will reside
due to magma release of pleasure.

Lasers are also used in the measuring
process, by directing a beam of light
to reflectors on the mountain side,
where it glances off and back to the
transmittor.
All the measuring and recording
pays off when St. Helens decides to
burst her bubble as she did on the
19th. What happened a week ago?
Well, for four and a half months
nothing had happened. Then in the
middle of February things began to
rise. Seismologists at the University
of Washington saw earthquakes on
their readings and a deformation
began to occur in the jeans ... This
pattern of deep seismicity and deformation close to the glans itself were
patterns in conflict. Seismologists
thought the earth was more active
than usual, so the bureaucrats
couldn't decide whether to issue a
public prediction or not.
This put added pressure on the
USGS department as it required him
to correctly interpret the conflicting
readings and forecast the cuming
eruption. Predicting eruptions is
kind of a wierd science. There's a lot
of psychology involved. We know
something was going to happen but
we didn't know which type of explosion it would be. It made it difficult
to tell the public.
Jim claimed that early on the day
of the eruption the USGS predicted
an eruption within 24 hours, and that
night it came. But what exactly happened is still being pieced together.
At 7:25 pm an explosion of part
of the dome occurred. This created a

stream which went up to 45,000
feet..Large fragments blasted off of
the dome and were thrown one mile
away. The effect of these 'bombs'
(cock fragments) triggered massive
avalanches off the crater walls,
scouring the snow from them. We
were really lucky that she didn't
blow us all off on the mountain.
The avalanche, made of 50% ice
crystals and 50% rock, created a
mud flow which travelled down the
;haft of the mountain. The flow split
nto two rivers, one leading into
Pubic Lake and the other into the
little River, causing a 9 foot swelling
of the shaft.
Taking no time off for the occasion the USGS scurried back to the
mountain to begin working. We
have to do the summer work now
that the snow is gone. We'll be busy
reestablishing the monitoring net-
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work and relocating it. Much of it
was destroyed.
Not only the instruments but the
very lives of the scientists were at
stake. Just three hours prior to the
eruption Dan and his colleagues
were inside the crater. An eruption is
usually predicted by three to four
hours of constant pelvic activity, but
as Dan claimed there is no absolute
formula to go by. It is a tricky situation. What we're trying to do is to
stimulate the volcano and the only
way we know what will happen is to
be there.
As for future eruptions Dan can
make only the vaguest estimates.
Right now we're sorting out data
from the last eruption. Its
hard ... We've seen things happen in
monthly cycles ... Maybe sometime in
May ... We'll see ... We never know. It
depends on what the volcano wants
to do.

Ph*lbbs Exped*ltes Students
to El Salvador
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By John Vain
In a token sign of solidarity with
the present policies of the Reagan
Administration, President Phibbs today ordered procedures expedited
which would send at least three
quarters of the male undergraduate
population at UPS to El Salvador.
"There is no reason why Duarte
should have a monopoly on keeping
the world safe for democracy,"
remarked Phibbs in a good humor.
"Since it's only a matter of time until
Ronnie sends them over there
anyway I figured I'd get a jump on
everybody else and be the first college on the block to send representatives."
According to totally arbitrary
criteria made up by John "Blood and
Guts" Hickey, selection of service
bound males will be made on the
basis of a questionnaire to be hand-

ed out Thursday. Of the questions to
be asked on the questionnaire,
Hickey cited question number thirtytwo as the single greatest determinant of the rank given to the prospective inductee. For those interested in attaining a higher than
average rank Mr. Hickey was
gracious enough to provide us with
question number 32. It goes as
follows: How much alcohol have
you consumed in the last week?
a)less than one can of beer
b)between one and six cans of beer
c)l'm too wired to hold the pen
steady to answer this question.
d)l'm not about to take time out
from chugging this keg just to
answer a stupid question like this.
As might be expected, opinion
around campus varies concerning
Mr. Phibbs most recent decision.
Dean Dodsen, it would seem,
wholeheartedly supports the action
which he sees as "just another sign
of Phil's commitment towards

Spokane Alumnae Panhellenic
will award cash scholarships next
fall to sorority women whose
parents reside in Spokane County
and are claimed as a dependent.
Both collegiate and graduate
scholarships are available. Contact
the Collegiate Panhellenic office or
your sorority for requirements and
an application. Applications must be
returned by April 30, 1982.

-

'education for a lifetime." The new
dean of students, referred to by
some as "Don Juan" Dodsen
registered his surprise that he had
failed to come up with the idea first.
By getting rid of those jerks, I've got
a free ticket to make-out with any
girl on campus," said Dodsen
flashing his traditional award winning sardonic grin.
But while Dodsen was visibly
pleased by the thought of his romantic prospects, the Tri-Delts were not
so overwhelmed. With an effigy of
Phibbs burning in the background,
this Trail reporter stood falling
asleep as two or three of these
young ladies went into gross detail
about their loves of the past and
their chances of a date in the time to
come. Said one particularly heartbroken Tri-Delt, "I'm sick and tired
of dancing at mixers with other girls,
without any guys around to take ad-

.*

vantage of our morally casual attitudes all we'll be left with is
Dodsen."
Unfortunately the Student Senate
was unavailable for comment being
that they were in session voting
among other things to allow them
free access to all campus events
whatever their cost, free access to
the campus room of their choice,
helicopter service to and from campus, and so on ad infinitum.
As to the opinions of those boys
slated to be sent down to El
Salvador Jim Keeslung sums it up
best when he said, "When it comes
time to fill out that questionnaire on
Thursday you can find me hiding in
my garage with a bottle of champagne stuck between my lips."
With that statement in mind we at
the Trail would like to give these
valiant warriors a heartfelt good
luck on their journey southward.
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT:
APR. 2-3, 'AXIS' [ROCK]
APR. 9-10, 'AMERICAN WAY'
[RHYTHM AND BLUES]

$2.00 off Kegs with UPS I.D.
. ..
OF LIVING,
GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

5302 North 49th, Ruston
East on 49th off Pearl Street
752-5939
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Tiamaond Studs "Gets Ba wdy
But Beaming Review

By Jeil Hurd

Are you stuck on campus over
Spring break with nothing to do but
catch up on that paper that was due
two weeks ago? Are you tired of f inding profound meanings and hidden
themes in everything you see and
read? Then you'll definitely want to
take an evening and see the latest
production at the Tacoma Actors

and forth between times (especially
the break between the end of Act I
and the beginning of Act II, which
goes from 1903 to 1887). Nevertheless, this is more a fault of the
play's structure than the production
itself, which handled the changing
locations and dates very well.
A more energetic and lively production you can't hope to see. All
the actors are so obviously enjoying
themselves, belting out the hilariously inane songs and lightly dancing
out Colleen Clausing's choreoraphy
that the audience is caught up in the
excitement. One of the highlights is
Belle Starr (Cheryl Cantwell) singing
"I Don't Need a Man to Know I'm
Good," a lecherous song that Cantwell's actions make positively and
delightfully
obscene. Other footstomping tunes include "Mama Fantastic," Cakewalk into Kansas City"
and "Put It Where the Moon Don't
Shine." All of the actors have good,
or deliberately bad!, voices and,
while they use microphones, they do
so in an innovative manner, pulling
them out of places that you know
didn't have one a second before.
As to the players themselves, they
all come to Diamond Studs with an

Guild, Diamond Studs: The Life of
Jesse James, written by Jim Wand
and Bland Simpson. And I promise
that, except for an occasional oneliner (''Business is next to
godliness.") there's not a moral in it.
Directed by Rick Tutor, Diamond
Studs is an irreverent and frequently
bawdy look at the famous outlaw's
career. It's a musical comedy that
leaves the audience howling for
more, and one you sure as shootin'
won't want to miss.
I have to admit that, due to a
malfunctioning watch, I missed the
first twenty minutes of the show;
but, as there is no real plot to follow,
it didn't make a lot of difference.
Basically, Diamond Studs follows
the escapades of the James gang (including the Northfield, Minnesota
raid). It tends to be a bit confusing in
some spots, as the play jumps back

impressive background and there
isn't a bad actor among them.
Wesley Rice does a very tongue-incheek Jesse James that still manages
to have its more serious moments.
You're able to get a sense of the
man's ruthlessness when he and
brother Frank (Allen Nause) abandon
half their gang in Minnesota. Rice is
certainly good, and the role itself is
the unifying idea in a grand hodgepodge of misadventures, but there
are so many brilliantly portrayed
minor characters that Jesse tends to
fade in comparison.
Chief among these minor roles is
Jeffrey L. Prather as Cole Younger
and Zerelda Smith (the James' boys
mother). He certainly steals the first
act of the show, and one of the
reasons for the singular lack of
sparkle in the second act may be his
disapperance from the stage until
the end. Prather brings a great sense
of fun to every scene he is in and his
comedic timing is first rate. But his
true talent lies in his ability to come
up with the most outrageous facial
expressions I've ever seen. (Those of
you who saw Cuckoo's Nest at TAG
will remember him as Chief
B rom den.)

-

-

Chad Henry also turned in a
creditable performance as, among
others, Jim Younger and Pancho
Villa. His highlight is "When I Was a
Cowboy," a very funny song that he
somehow manages to sing totally
dead-pan and agonizingly off-key.
A final word must be said about
the band, Rural Delivery, a Port Orchard based county-western band
that supplied all the music. They
were, to say the least, superb, and
actually had several bit parts in the
play itself. Their accompaniment added a lively note (no pun intended)
to the production and it's worth going to the play just to hear them.
To sum up, the best thing I can
think of is to quote Clive Barnes,
who saw Diamond Studs in its OffBroadway opening in 1975. "Yes,
yes, a thousand times yes!" he enthused, and it seems a suitable closing on the play. The show continues
through April 18th, Tuesday through
Sunday, with show times at 8, 7 on
Sunday. There are also matinees at
2:30 on Wednesday and Sunday, and
you may want to check on student
rush tickets. For more information,
call 272-2145.
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ROBIN HOOD
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WEDNESDAY NITE PITCHERS $2.00.
4 PM CLOSING
STARTING APRIL 8TH, EVERY THURSDAY NITE AT 7 PM IS PEANUT NITE.
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Editorial

Eyesore in SUB
By Julia Chester
Have you walked through the first
floor of the Student Union Building
lately and noticed something different about the atmosphere? Do
you have the subtle feeling that
you're under the X-ray; that
everything is illuminated in a department store/cafeteria electric glow,
and that you and your friends have
developed a sickly pale cast?
Well, it's no illusion. One glance
at the ceiling will reveal the intruder
into the previously relaxing atmosphere of the SUB - a horrible set
of high frequency, glaring, neon light
fixtures. Yes - they have removed
the bulb operated chandeliers that
once bathed the SUB in a soothing
glow; indeed, lent it that medieval
flavor that the brick and ivy clad
walls of this University try to represent.
Granted the old light fixtures were
rather dull, but could not the
dimness be remedied by purchasing
110 watt bulbs for the old fixtures?
Why spend time and money on f ixtures that transform the SUB into an
eery, glowing, obnoxious building?
The intrusion of neon lighting into
University off-campus housing is
testimony to the liberty with which
the university imposes its will on the
passive, unsuspecting student body.
Surely the janitors love the new
lighting for their nightly clean-up.
but that high frequency lighting
tends to intrude in subtle
wavelengths upon the studying
mind, inducing headaches and
eyeaches. If we must bear this new
lighting, which we must, can they (I
don't know who) at least cover the
lights with plastic coverings?
The lights in the lower SUB are
here and there is nothing we can do
about it. But by all means let's stop
the infiltration of these high voltage
emitting lasers throughout the rest
of the building.

Along the lines of entertainment,
ASUPS Campus Films will be presenting, these movies on Wednesdays,
and weekends:
WEDNESDAY SERIES

April 21 Time Bandits;28 Clockwork
Orange; May 5 Kelly's Heroes; and 12
The Graduate.
WEEKEND SERIES
April 17-18 Being There, 23-25 The
Tin Drum, April 30-May 2 Stripes, 7-9
Blazing Saddles, and 14-16 Caddy

Shack.
"Foolish Pleasures" will be showing
on April 16th. The Parade starts at
8:30 pm, and the films at 9:00. Winning students will have their hands imprinted in the cement, in front of the
SUB. Admission is free.
"Showcase" will feature
"Wickline" April 15th, followed by
"The Waterfollic Rock Band" April
26th.

New Horizons for Learning, in
cooperation with the Puget Sound
Chapter of the World Futures Society, The Positive Futures Center, and
ASUW Lecture Series, presents Jean
Houston speaking on "The Possible
Human and the Possible Society" on
April 1 at 8 pm at Meany Theatre,
University of Washington.
Dr. Houston is Director of the
Foundation for Mind Research in
New York; author of Life force, Mind
Games, and Listening to the Body.
She chaired the 1979 symposium for
leading United States policy-makers,
"The Possible Society: An Exploration of Practical Policy Alternatives
for the Decade Ahead."
General Admission is $10;
members of NHFL, students and
senior citizens - $5. Tickets at the
door.
Dr. Houston will also offer an advanced, intensive workshop on April
2, 3, 4.
For further information on talk or
workshop, call 451-3789.

International Trade Expert To Give
Seminar
Have you ever wanted to become
an import/export entrepreneur?
International trade expert Howard
R. Goldsmith will conduct an all-day
seminar, "Starting Your Own Import
and Export Business," Saturday,
April 17, at the University of Puget
Sound Seattle Campus.
Author of the best-selling book,

How to Make A Fortune in Import/Export, Goldsmith lectures at major
universities in the United States and
abroad and serves as a consultant.
He has worked in international
trade as a buyer for a major department store and as import/export
manager for a large firm. In the latter role, he set up a foreign distribution network that resulted in a
sevenfold increase in sales.
Goldsmith holds a Masters of International Management degree

from the American Graduate School
of International Management and a
B.A. in International Relations.
Scheduled for 9 am to 4:30 pm,
the seminar will cover the basics of
starting an import/export business:
pricing and selling, financing and
methods of payment, transportation,
preparing goods for shipping,
documentation and licensing, letters
of credit, sources of information and
free assistance and how to maintain
a flexible stance in a changing
marketplace.
Cost for the session is $110 per
person or $95 per person when two
individuals register on the same
form. Furnished materials will include a copy of Goldsmith's book.
To register, contact the UPS Seattle Campus, 315 Yesler Way,
682-0210. Registration deadline is
April 9.

Photo By Chad Haines
On truly a serious and touching note, President Phillip Phbbs plants a
sycamore tree in front of the entranced to Thompson Hall lot to honor
the late, beloved Biology professor Mrs. Eileen Solie. Mrs. Solie died
last January after a long illness. Present in the background are
members of Mrs. Solie's family.
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Editorthi

TV Root Cause of Sociia I Ills
By David Frankel
I am convinced that American
commercial television is undesirable
and unhealthy. There are several
reasons for my position.
First, television manipulates and
tricks with its commercials. Commercials convey virtually no product information, instead relying on
such d€vices as sexuality, vague
language, and faulty logic to sell
product.
Second, commercial television
discourages interpersonal relationships. Time spent watching television is time spent isolated from
other people. Direct communication is usually the first activity to
..stop.
One further disadvantage of commercial television is that it imposes
a distorted picture of reality on its
viewers. Children are often unable
to distinguish programs from the
real world or from accompanying
commercials. In addition, studies
show that adults who watch lots of
television tend to greatly
overestimate such things as the proportion of doctors, lawyers, and
private detectives in the United
States. More importantly, television
distorts family situations, human
problems, and sexual relationships,
among other things.
Finally, commercial television encourages violence as a quick solution to problems. An action drama
can be recognized by its standard
pattern: the problem is introduced;
the plot develops, as complications
appear; and, in the last minutes of
the program, the problem is resolved, almost invariably with a brief
and violent act involving guns,
knives, or other such weapons. The
message is clear: physical violence
is a useful problem-solving tool.
Commercial television is able to
do these things so effectively
primarily because the viewer is a
passive, unquestioning participant in
a unique relationship. He cannot
skip around in the program and need
not strain to understand the images.
Furthermore, he must minimize
physical and mental activity for optimum viewing.
There are several possible solutions to the commercial television
problem. One i to outlaw ownership of television sets. I disagree
with this for several reasons. First,
not all television is bad: public and
cable television offer good alter-

natives to commercial television. Sccond, outlawing television would
devastate freedom of speech, as
would outlawing only commercial
broadcasting. It would set communications back 50 years, because
people could no longer watch
events as they occurred.
Another possible solution is to encourage people voluntarily to stop
watching with public service campaigns. I believe that this would be a
waste of money, because people at
present have no viable alternatives
to consume their time. This objection leads to a third suggestion:
somehow give people alternatives,
such as physical exercise or human
converstion. Though this idea is in
the correct direction, it is
unimaginative and provides no clear

-

Parent's Weekend is just around
the corner. Your spring vacation provides the perfect opportunity to invite Mom and Dad to attend on April
30, May 1 and 2. Why, you ask?
Because; a)you're spending your
vacation with them; or b)you're calling them for more spending money
for the wild trip you're planning.
Next you ask, why should you invite them to UPS? Well, (as Ronald
Reagan would say), could it be; a)to
show them where all of their time,
support and money has gone or;
b)it's the perfect opportunity for you
to get that new outfit you've had
your eye on or dinner at a four star
restaurant (in Tacoma?) or; c)could it
be that they're neat people you'd
like to spend a weekend with.
Whatever the case, a pretty fantastic weekend is in store for both
you and your parents or substitute
parents. (We realize that not every
parent can tool over to Tacoma.)
Everyone on campus is putting a lot
of work to make the weekend a success.
On Friday, classes are open for
parents to attend and later that
afternoon each department is having
an open house to further greet
parents. The Cellar is hosting a
delicious Italian dinner to start off
the evening and the inside Theatre is
writing a play to be performed. The

O'CORRAIN'S HAIR DESIGN
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around, and to work in order to comprehend. For children this last effect
would be an especially useful experience: kids are learning to understand the world for the first time.
Everything I have read on the subject indicates that children are
generally able and willing to begin
learning to read at very early ages
and that failing to teach them tends
to stunt their possible intellectual
growth. Early reading would make
people more literate and thus more
able to converse and to relate,
leading them to deal more with
other people and even less with
commercial television. Commercial
television discourages brightness, as
it is void both intellectually and
culturally.

Parents Weekend A Loaded Oppof tunity

WE'RE STILL NO, 1

$

policy by which to introduce such
alternatives. Additionally, it misses
the real reason that people watch
commercial television (in my opinion): habit. As children, people
learn to watch television for recreation extremely early and never lose
the disposition to flick on the tube.
This theory leads to a fourth suggestion, which I support: to expand
children's horizons by having
parents or schools start to teach
them to read at a radically early age,
such as two or three years old.
Reading is a more intelligent, fruitful, and helpful habit than is watching television. Furthermore,
reading requires active participation, leaving the reader in control
and in a position to think more
critically about the material, to skip

159 discount with coupon
2520 N. Adams 752-8046
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University Orchestra is performing a
concert and the UPS Stage Band is
providing the big band sound to
dance the night away.
Saturday evening the Hawaiian
Club steals the show with their
authentic luau at the UPS
Fieldhouse. After a traditional dinner, dances of the South Seas will be
performed. Later, the main show will
focus on the history of Hawaii's
Kings and Queens.
Sunday continues the weekend of
events starting with the Greek sponsored Talent Show. And, saving the
best for last ... President and Mrs.

Phibbs will be having their open
house on Sunday afternoon. Be sure
to bring your folks by. A President
plays a leading role in the direction
of a university, and this will be a
good opportunity to discuss the
direction of UPS.
The entire weekend is planned
with fun in mind. It's the best way to
show Mom and Dad what UPS is
really like - by sharing it with them.
So, remember to invite your parents
to a super weekend reserved
especially for them.

In conjunction with Golden Rule
Travel - Tours & Travel Presents:
Whale Watching.
The date is April 3, 1982.
The cost is $36.25 per person/transportation included.

To sign up call Golden Rule Travel
and ask for Nancy. The number is
752-1438.
Pick up an informational brochure
at the Information Booth!
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Adelphian Alumns Unite For 50 Year Reunion
Nineteen thirty-two. In the depth
of the Depression.
A group of students at the College
of Puget Sound and their singing
teacher looked for ways to entertain
themselves and others and the
Adeiphians were born.
Taking their name from the
musical mendicants of the Middle
Ages in England who traveled from
castle to castle, performing in exchange for food and lodging, this
group began singing at the college,
in Tacoma and, within a few years,
throughout the Northwest.
Now, a half century later, the
name Adelphian Concert Choir has
become synonymous with excellence in choral music - a reputa-,
tion earned through concerts from
the Puget Sound region to Salzburg,
Austria.
That tradition will be celebrated
April 16, 17 and 18 when more than
300 former Adelphians and their
families from all over the United
States and as far away as Tokyo,
Japan return to the UPS campus. It

will be a dual celebration: the
golden anniversary of the choir and
the 30th anniversary of Dr. Bruce
Rodgers as director.
The reunion will be highlighted by
two gala concerts.
Friday evening, April 16, the
1981-82 Adelphian Concert Choir
performs the concert program that
will be heard by audiences in
England and Ireland on the choir's
seventh overseas excursion, May 25
to June 22.
The performance will include
American and international folk
songs, classical works and a selection of sacred music spanning the
16th to the 20th century. Featured
will be Williamson's Symphony for
Voices. Among the other composers
represented in the program are Victoria, Bruckner, Mendelssohn and
Brahms.
A massed choir of more than 200
Adelphian alumni takes the concert
stage Saturday, April 17, to perform
Adelphian favorites from the
classical era to the contemporary.

Alumni soloists will be Dr.
Leonard Raver '51, organist; Beth
Pederson'65, alto; Roald Reitan '51,
baritone; Michael Deviny '74,
bass/baritone; Carol Sue Mukhalian
'78, harpist; and Florer'ce Johnson
Mesler '59, soprano. Sharing the conductor's duties with Dr. Rodgers will
be Dr. Richard Koehler '59, Susan
Czech '64, Harley Stell '49, Paul Dennis '68 and Dean Neel '69.
The concert will culminate in
what Dr. Rodgers calls a finale of
"400 voices strong of noise and
thunder" as the massed choir, the
current Adelphians and all
Adelphian alumni join in singing the
Hallelujah Chorus from Handel's

Messiah.
Both concerts are scheduled for 8
pm at the First United Methodist
Church, 423 S. K St. Seating is
limited. Tickets are available on a
first-come, first-served basis and
may be purchased at the UPS School
of Music, 756-3235, or the Alumni
Office, 756-3245.
Over the past five decades, the

Adelphian Concert Choir has built
an enviable reputation in choral
music. The Adelphians have appeared on Canadian and American
radio and television, have made a
dozen recordings and have won
friends in AustriaEngland, Scotland,
France and Yugoslavia as well as
across the United States. Critics on
two continents have described the
Adelphians in superlatives: "Stunning!," "Rich and brilliantly burnished tone!," "The diction throughout
the performance was exemplary, the
tone shining and warm!"
That tradition began in 1932 with
Professor John Paul Bennet and his
students and continued in 1942
when Erwin Koker took over the
choir to guide it through the war
years. He yielded the direction to
Clyde "Butch" Keutzer in 1945.. Under Keutzer, the Adelphian
Choral Society became the
Adelphian Concert Choir. Through
his leadership, the choir expanded
continued somewhere inside...

The Pottery has incredible handcrafted, sterling
silver jewelry again! Come in and have a cup of
Star buck's coffee on us,and see the latest
additions to The Pottery... for Bridal Registry,
Gifts, Home Accessories and Specialty Foods.

-

The Pottery
26th and Proctor
759-7957
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Adelphians
its repertoire, its tour schedule and
its reputation.
For the past three decades, the
Adeiphian traditiqn has been
perpetuated by Dr. Rodgers, who
retires this summer after the British
Isles tour. He has honed the performing edge of the choir, inaugurated
the transatlantic tours and founded
the University Madrigal Singers, a
select group drawn from the
Adeiphian ranks.
From the University of Puget
Sound, Adelphians have gone on to
distinguished careers as conductors
and performers. But former
Adeiphians have not confined their
endeavors to music
they are in
nost any field, from banking to
medicine, insurance to the ministry.
General chairman for the golden
anniversary reunion is Richard
Smith, a member of the original
Adelphian Choral Society who is
now executive director of the Port of
Tacoma. Honorary chairman is
Broadway producer Ken Marsolais
'58.

WANT TO KILL A CONVERSATION? JUST MENTION
COLON AND RECTUM CANCER.
WELL, NICE TALKING TO YOU, BUT I GOTTA GO.

-

SEE? EVEN THOUGH CANCER OF THE COLON AND
RECTUM IS SECOND BY THIS MUCH TO
LUNGCANCER...

\

SERIOUSLY, I DON'T WANT TO DISCUSS IT.

.

AND IT'S ONE OF THE MOST TREATABLE KINDS OF
CANCER. STILL...

,/.

I DON'T WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT.

COLON AND RECTUM CANCER IS THE CANCER
NO ONE WANTS TO TALK ABOUT.

,

V

TELL ME WHEN YOU'RE FINISHED.

/

SO IF YOU DON'T WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT, MAYBE
YOU'LL READABOUTIT. HERE.
—HUH?
J

THAT LITTLE BOOKLET TALKS ABOUT A SIMPLE, PRACTICAL
, TESTING PROCEDURE . ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE
OF EARLY DETECTION AND TREATMENT...
/
ABOUT HOW TODAY COLON AND RECTUM
CANCER DOESN'T NECESSARILY MEAN A
COLOSTOMY. IN SHORT, IT TALKS ABOUT
SAVING LIVES AND SAVING THE
QUALITY OF THOSE LIVES.
..

0(jRos1M, ARST VVE HER THE FW RSLflEN Th6 CA NP Vil

14fJ POT ON THIS JONt'Y MT11S RCORC)11
GEEIr14INFThES P!OPLE RE
STANDING ALCN ThE STREET
UUST BECUE OF M?
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AMAZING

11
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BUT WHY DIDN'T WE TALK ABOUT
THIS BEFORE?

1J
r.011M

LET'S TALK. For a free booklet on
colon & rectum cancer, contact
your local ACS office.

American Cancer Society
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE.

To

Dear Editor:
It appears that Food Service (sic)
will close during spring break. This
was not the case two years ago; I
don't remember about last year, but
SUB food is forgetable, if one tries
hard enough, so that should be no
surprise. To the point: this policy is
really inconvenient. In general, the
track, crew and baseball teams
have to stay around campus. But for
their efforts, the school is saying,
"Pick up and fend for yourselves."
Of course, the dormitory students
don't have adequate facilities really
to cook adequately for themselves.
Certainly, some people can go
home, but how fair is it to ask the
Hawaiian students to impose on
their friends, or fly home (at a fare of
- what? - three hundred dollars each
way?) for a week, just so Dick's
Delicatessen can save relatively
small bucks by not having to serve
two meals a day for eight or nine
days?
Ok; no one is going to starve, least
of all those of us who live offcampus, have a good kitchen, and
happen to have enough spare money
to pick up some goodies for next
week. But even so, shutting down
Food Service in the middle of the
semester demonstrates a remarkable
insensitivity to students. I hope a
more equitable arrangment may be
provided next year.

This change is returning the Size of
the committee to the original nmber
that has been used for years.
Dan Cummings, Senator

L.! 3i1 1 tiNI ki I!1t I!

Proposal for amending ASUPS rules

Article II.
Section D.
Subsection 3
Each interviewing committee
shall be comprised of five members;
two Student Senators, one ASUPS
Executive Oficer, one past committee or organization member, preferrably the chairperson (if no past
committee or organization member
is available, a student-at-large will
fill the position.) and one student at
large. All members shall be chosen
by the respective Executive Officer.
They shall evaluate and report to the
Student Senate on prospective appointments before any action is
taken by the Student Senate with
regards to that matter.

CREDIT BOX
first row left to right:
Editor: Hirohito Tojo; Assistant Kyoko Bakaneko; Secretary Ikuko Aho;
Production Manager Yamaha Suzuki; Photo Editor Wifuk Emyung;
Supervisor Kris Davis
back row: Staff left to right:
Hisashi Tateishi; Toshihito Kato; Masashi Kawasaki; Lenny Kowalski;
Aki Tsuiki; Brad Ogura; Julio Gonzales; Hirokazu Saito; Mike Fukami;
Hirozaki Moko; Yakisuku Hiroshima.

Best regards,
Brian Threlkeld

It is our responsibility to communicate with students who are interested in ASUPS operations. It is
the responsibility of interested
students to be aware of the communications networks on campus.
These are the medias, the publicity
boards, the Tattler, and the liaison
sheets posted in living areas on campus. I believe that a student who is
not aware of who his/her elected officers are, is either disinterested, or
has not searched for the appropriate
sources, to find out if the senator
who is responsible to your living
area is not in contact with you, you
can ask for a different senate
representative. Most students don't
realize this. Each senator, as I stated
earlier, should meet with his/her living area at least twice a month.
I hope that a better understanding
of our duties, will make students
more responsible to their senators.
Dennis Daugs
ASUPS Senator

To whom it may concern: I am submitting this change to the ASUPS bylaws to return the interviewing process to a five member interviewing
committee. I feel that with five persons, the interviewing process for
this spring and year to come will
represent a larger cross-section of
the student population here at UPS.

By Paul Stone:
You know what really hacks me
off? Cat food - not cat food per se,
but cat food commercials.
Did you ever wonder how those
guys found out that cat food is "better tasting?" What do they do, ask
the goddamn cats? Or do they try it
themselves? It's my bet that these
are a group of senior citizens on f ixed incomes in downtown Chicago
that live on the shit and are sent free
samples of the stuff.
Also, how come they make them
in different shapes? Do the stupid
cats know what a chicken or a liver
really look like? Who asks them?
Who cares? It's these old folks again.
These geezers in government housing are skyrocketing our cat food
costs just so they can see what bitesized piece they are consuming.
Cats are color blind. Why are
there different colors of these
things? Huh? Grandma and Grandpa
are getting cute little colors with dinner and we're paying for it!
So I urge you, if you care as much
about this subject as I do, to write
your Congressman concerning it.
Ask him why Tender Vittles are
moister. Ask him what cats really
crave. Then ask him how he knows.
Better yet, next time you see "Granny" or "Pops," kick them in the
stomach, then hide their dentures.
They're causing runaway inflation in
the pet food industry and I for one
am damn sick and tired of it.

12
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College Bowl Raps Up
Season In Texas
By Brian Threlkeld
On Friday and Saturday, 19-20
March, the UPS Varsity College
Bowl Team participated in Houston,
Texas, at one of four divisional tour naments being held across the nation that weekend. The host school,
Rice University, set the scene for
two days of intense competition
with gracious hospitality and the
held of balmy spring weather
(m id-80's, humid).
UPS, Regional Champs in the fastpaced quiz game for the first time
since 1978, drew the first match on
Friday evening against Brigham
Young University, the eventual thirdplace finishers. BYU had forced the
tournament to be moved up one day
by refusing to play on Sunday, and
every other team in the competition
was anxious to run them into the
ground. It looked as though the Loggers were about to flub their opportunity, as the Cougars placed them
at a 75-145 halftime deficit. But in a
second-half comeback, which impressed spectating players and officials to an extent undiminished
even by subsequent losses, UPS exploded for a 315-180 victory, the
school's first ever at a national level
of competition. All through the
Regionals the squad had shown
remarkable poise and clutch ability,
making its trademark the secondhalf comeback. Unfortunately, that
ability deserted the Logs the rest of
the Tournament.
Two games later, UPS took the
stage against an underestimated,
surprisingly strong Rice team.
Hamstrung by an especially slow
start, and consistently edged to the
buzzer, the Loggers tailed to break a
hundred, and the Owls soared over
three hundred. Saturday morning
UPS came up against Washington
University of Saint Louis. W.U. appeared sharper and more "up" for
the game, as they jumped to the lead
and parried all UPS attempts at a
comeback, earning a substantial victory. The second loss dropped UPS
from competition in the doubleelimination format. However, the
team did bring home new friendships, good memories, and five hundred dollars for the University's
general scholarship fund.
Rice University took second place
to Cal State-Fresno, National Champions in 1980, and this year clearly
the class of the competition. Both
schools will go on the the final
round of Nationals to be held later
this spring. The six team tournament
was rounded out by The University
of Texas at Austin.
The UPS squad regretfully will bid
farewell to two senior members,
both after only their first year at
competition. Phyllis Jestice gave a
tremendous boost to the team with
her expertise in classical, medieval,
European, church, art, and music
history, literature, and general music
theory. All had been weak areas for
past UPS teams. She was as cool and

poised under fire as any veteran.
Catherine Gilbert contributed her
knowledge of the sciences to good
effect. Her intensity will be missed.
After graduation Phyllis, as the first
UPS Cunningham Fellow, will travel
and study in Europe until the summer of 1983. That fall she will enter
Stanford under a four year
fellowship for medieval historical
studies. Kate also will pursue
graduate studies, in biology, beginning this fall. She is currently considering options at several universities.
Fortunately, UPS will be back next
year with three strong players.
Sophomore Jay Edgerton has continued to improve, showing talent
with literature, Alaskan geography,
and some of the more arcane, miscellaneous questions. Freshman
Wayne Hickenbottom demonstrated
exceptional quickness, and is probably the most promising young UPS
player in three years. Finally, due to
a variety of complex and uninteresting circumstances, senior captain
Brian Threlkeld will return for a fifth
year of varsity play, contributing
once more his unique combination
of ill-tempered competitiveness, and
discourtesy to his coaches and
fellow players.
Selection for the new varsity team
will begin with the UPS intramural
tournament next fall. All students
are welcome and encouraged to par ticipate; the more the merrier. All
players will have an equal opportunity to make the varsity squad. Is
College Bowl for you? If you have
the type of mind that separates the
important from the trivial, and then
throws out the important, the game
was made for you. Feel free to ask
any of this year's varsity players, or
Semi Solidarios and Kemble Yates, if
you want to know more.
Faculty members Terry Cooney,
Wild Bill Breitenbach, John
Riegsecker, Ann Wood, Dave
"Spike" Balaam, and linguist James
Hoard are to be thanked for their enthusiastic participation in various
phases of the preparation of this
year's team. Thanks are also due the
Pacific Lutheran squad, which
cooperated in invaluable practice
matches prior to Regionals. Finally,
appreciation is extended to UPS Activities Coordinator Sern i Sol adarios,
student-coach Kemble Yates, and
students Mark Turner and Robert
Burns. Kemble especially went
through untold administrative
headaches, worked hard to prepare
the squad, suffered the arrogant
abuse of the team captain, and
bought the first round after victory
at Regionals. Without the help of
these individuals, this year's dreams
would not have been realized.

ENGINEERING/SCIENCE
MAJORS
Scholarships Available!!
If you're a sophomore, junior or senior
majoring in math, engineering or physical
sciences, the Navy has a program you should
know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate-College Program, and if you
qualify, you will receive a $3,000 bonus immediately and earn as much as $1,000 a
month right through your senior year. When
you finish college, you'll receive an additional
year of advanced technical education ... and
another $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy; only one of six applicants
will be chosen. But if you make it, you'll have
qualified for an elite engineering training pro.
gram, unequaled hands-on responsibility, a
$45,000 salary after just four years, and
outstanding qualifications for jobs in private
industry.
Ask your placement office to set up an
interview with a Navy representative when he
visits the campus
If you prefer, call Lt. Scott Evans collect
atl-800-562-90920are to be among the best.

'82-'83 ASLIPS To Increase Communicative
Efforts
The new ASUPS Administration
will be making some creative
changes, enabling students to better
understand its operations, and to
allow any interested students to
become involved members of
ASUPS. This article will be one of
those changes. We will have an Executive or Senator write for each
issue.
Presently we are learning our
committee assignments, and the
tasks that are involved. At the March
24th Senate meeting, we were given
our Senate housing assignments.
Each senator will be responsible to
meet at least twice a month with
their liaisons.

ASUPS will have its largest budget
in the coming 1982-83 year. All
clubs, organizations, programs, and
medias are presently issuing their
proposals to Business Vice-President
Dean Kock. The application
deadline is Friday, April 16th. All
questions should be directed to
Dean. Following this deadline, the
ASUPS Budget Committee will take
into consideration, the needs of
each group, and then allocate
dollars for the coming fiscal year.
John Pilcher was unanimously appointed to the senate position that
was vacated when Chris Caron successfully ran for Executive VicePresident.

